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The effects of polyethylene oxide (PEO) homopolymer on the gelation behavior of a PEO100-PPO65-PEO100

triblock copolymer (Pluronic F127) were explored in aqueous solution under non-isothermal and isothermal
conditions. Under non-isothermal conditions (temperature sweep test), two transition points were observed
on increasing temperature, that is, at lower and upper gelation temperatures (LTgel and UTgel, respectively).
Between LTgel and UTgel, F127 aqueous solutions maintained a hard gel state. Both molecular weight (MW)
and PEO concentration affected these two gelation temperatures. In particular, relative molecular weight
(MWrel ≡ molecular weight of PEO homopolymer/PEO segment of F127) affected LTgel. LTgel decreased on
increasing PEO concentration at MWrel values of <1, but increased on increasing PEO concentration at
MWrel values of >1. On the other hand, UTgel decreased with increasing PEO concentration regardless of
MWrel. Under isothermal conditions (fixed temperature between LTgel and UTgel), the effects of PEO
homopolymer on the mechanical properties of F127 hard gel were systemically investigated using small and
large amplitude oscillatory shear tests. In the linear viscoelastic regime, total intra-cycle stress and elastic
intra-cycle stress were similar, and viscous response increased on increasing PEO concentration. However,
at large strain amplitudes, hard gels showed intra-cycle stiffening but inter-cycle softening behavior. In addi-
tion, on increasing PEO concentrations, viscous nonlinearities underwent strain-rate thickening followed by
strain-rate thinning.
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1. Introduction

PEOa-PPOb-PEOa is an amphiphilic nonionic triblock

copolymer, in which PEO and PPO are polyethylene oxide

and polypropylene oxide, respectively. Block lengths of

these two components can be adjusted to produce Pluron-

icsTM of various PPO and PEO chain lengths. The block

copolymers form spherical micelles, which consist of a

relatively compact core and a heavily solvated corona or

shell, but only at higher temperatures. The boundary

between the micellar core and micellar corona is diffuse

and the average volume fraction of polymer segments in

the micellar shell is rather low (Linse, 1993; 1994; Wu et

al., 1995). Critical micelle concentration (CMC) and crit-

ical micelle temperature (CMT) strongly depend on the

composition and architecture of the block copolymer

(Alexandridis and Hatton, 1995; Alexandridis et al.,

1994a; Zhou and Chu, 1994). Generally, CMC and CMT

both decrease on increasing the content of the more hydro-

phobic PPO block. With increasing temperature, CMC

decreases, whereas micellar size and aggregation number

increase (Linse and Malmeten, 1992). At higher concen-

trations, a gel region is found in a certain temperature

range in many of these systems due to micelle crystalli-

zation as the micelle concentration approaches the critical

volume fraction (Glatter et al., 1994; Mortensen, 1992;

Mortensen and Pedersen, 1993; Mortensen et al., 1995).

The use of different techniques, such as, small-angle X-

ray spectroscopy (SAXS) and small-angle neutron scat-

tering (SANS), have resulted in conflicting interpretations

of the mechanism of gelation. Based on scattering patterns

obtained under shear, these triblock copolymers have var-

ious crystalline structures, such as, face-centered-cubic

(FCC), body-centered-cubic (BCC), lamellar, and hexag-

onal structures, etc. (Bahadur et al., 1992; Eiser et al.,

2000; Jørgensen et al., 1997; Kostko et al., 2009; Li et al.,

1997; Ramos et al., 2000; Wanka et al., 1994).

Of the Pluronics, PEO100-PPO65-PEO100 (F127) is the

most widely studied copolymer due to its high stability,

bioadhesive characteristics, thermo-reversible gelling abil-

ity, and lack of toxicity (Fusco et al., 2006). Nonetheless,

despite the many advantages of F127, many researchers

attempted to improve its properties. Li et al. (2018) used

a UV-induced semi-interpenetrating network (sIPN) to sta-

bilizing micelles and found the sIPN structure within

micelle cores stabilized micelles at low temperatures. Var-

ious additives have also been incorporated into F127 gel

to meet specific application-related requirements. The

main targets of these efforts were the modification of its

CMT and the CGT (critical gelation temperature or Tgel),

because most the applications rely on the temperature

dependence of F127 self-assembly. Many additives, such*Corresponding author; E-mail: kyuhyun@pusan.ac.kr
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as, inorganic salts and organic solvents have been reported

to reduce the Tgel of F127 (Dumortier et al., 2006; Gilbert

et al., 1987; Jørgensen et al., 1997). However, few addi-

tives have been reported to increase its Tgel, and PEO

homopolymer is one such additive. Early in 1987, Gilbert

et al. (1987) described the effects of PEO homopolymer

on the gelation properties of Pluronic F127 solutions for

controlled drug delivery by the tube inversion method.

Subsequently, Malmsten showed PEO can melt the gel

formed in the binary copolymer system and that its gel-

melting capacity increases with PEO concentration and

molecular weight (MW), though it was also found at very

high PEO MW, phase separation occurred rather than gel-

melting (Malmsten and Lindman, 1993). The micelliza-

tion and gelation of F127 caused by the addition of PEO

homopolymer has been investigated over a wide range of

MWs. A study on solute-solvent interactions in a mixed

solvent of PEO and water confirmed that the mixed sol-

vent had less hydrogen bond donating (HBD) ability but

more hydrogen bond accepting (HBA) ability than pure

water. Furthermore, the HBD ability of PEO/water mixed

solvents depends more on PEO concentration than on

MW (Singh and Pandey, 2007).

Rheological characterization provides a useful means of

investigate gelation processes under isothermal and non-

isothermal conditions (Habas et al., 2004; Mortensen et

al., 2008; Prud’homme et al., 1996). Temperature sweep

test is often used to determine gelation temperatures (Tgel)

under non-isothermal conditions. Under isothermal condi-

tions, various rheological methods have been used to

investigate viscoelastic properties and material structures,

for example, the small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS)

test is used to access linear rheological properties, and the

large amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) test (a nonlinear

rheological test) is useful for detecting tiny change in mor-

phological evolutions (Hyun et al., 2006; Li et al., 2018).

Use of LAOS tests to characterize complex fluids is

attributed to the development of several methods to ana-

lyze complex periodic response (Hyun et al., 2011), such

as, Fourier transform (FT)-rheology (Wilhelm et al., 1999;

Wilhelm, 2002), stress decomposition (SD) (Cho et al.,

2005), Chebyshev polynomials (Ewoldt et al., 2008), and

the sequence of physical process (SPP) framework (Rog-

ers and Lettinga, 2012). Additionally, complex fluids are

classified to four types depending on LAOS test results as:

Type I, strain thinning (storage modulus G′, loss modulus

G″ decreasing); type II, strain hardening (G′, G″ increas-

ing); type III, weak strain overshoot (G′ decreasing, G″

increasing followed by decreasing); type IV, strong strain

overshoot (G′ and G″ increasing followed by decreasing)

(Hyun et al., 2002). For F127 aqueous solutions, the sol

phase exhibits Newtonian behavior. At the beginning of

soft gel phase type I appears and as the temperature is

increased type IV appears. Further increases in tempera-

ture cause type IV to weaken and eventually to disappear

at the soft to hard gel transition temperature. Finally, the

hard gel shows type III response (Hyun et al., 2006).

These workers also compared soft and hard gel with

respect to stress shape and FT-rheology under LAOS flow.

Li et al. (2018) compared hard gels of F127-sIPN (semi-

interpenetrating network) and F127, and found the sIPN

structure within micelle cores stabilized micelles. To

compare F127-sIPN and F127, two types of nonlinear

rheological tests were conducted, that is, LAOS and

strain-rate frequency superposition (SRFS) tests. The cage

modulus of F127-sIPN obtained from LAOS test results

showed it maintained its elastic contribution over a large

deformation region, which indicated a loose core network

persisted. The relaxation time spectrum of F127-sIPN

obtained by SRFS testing indicated it had two relaxation

modes (fast and slow) whereas F127 had only a fast mode,

and the slow relaxation mode of F127-sIPN was found to

be associated with crosslinking of sIPN (Li et al., 2018).

Since these behaviors were not observed in linear rheological

tests, it was concluded that nonlinear rheological tests

provide more structural information about hard gels.

To the best of our knowledge, there have not been inves-

tigations of combined effects of molecular weight and

concentration of PEO homopolymer on the gelation

behavior of Pluronic F127 in aqueous solution. Further-

more, nonlinear rheological properties of hard gel with

and without PEO homopolymer have not been investi-

gated in depth so far. Therefore, in the present study, the

effects of PEO homopolymer addition on the gelation

behavior of F127 were investigated using rheological

methods under isothermal and non-isothermal conditions.

Initially, temperature sweep tests were used to study the

effects of PEO homopolymer on Tgel under non-isothermal

conditions, and then SAOS and LAOS tests were used to

investigate the effects of PEO on the mechanical proper-

ties of F127 hard gel under isothermal conditions (at

temperatures > Tgel). In addition, the inter- and intra-cycle

analyses of nonlinear stress under LAOS flow were dis-

cussed.

2. Experimental Section

2.1. Materials and sample preparation
Commercial grade PEO100-PPO65-PEO100 (Pluronic F127)

and PEO20-PPO70-PEO20 (Pluronic P123) (Sigma-Aldrich)

were used without further purification. The MWs of F127

and P123 are 12,600 and 5,800 g/mol, respectively. The

PEO:PPO ratio of F127 is 7:3 (the MW of PEO segments

is 4,410 g/mol), and of P123 is 3:7 (the MW of PEO seg-

ments is 870 g/mol). Samples were dissolved in deionized

water at 10°C for 2 days prior to any experiment to

remove air bubbles and achieve equilibrium and subjected

to an annealed treatment to ensure samples were homo-
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geneous and transparent, as previously described (Schmolka,

1972). A series of PEOs with different MWs (0.4, 1.0, 2.0,

4.0, 6.0, 10.0, and 20.0 kg/mol; PEO-0.4k, PEO-1k, PEO-

2k, PEO-4k, PEO-6k, PEO-10k, PEO-20k, respectively)

were also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used with-

out further purification. All samples were prepared on a

weight to weight basis (w/w.%). Samples of Pluronic

F127 containing PEO of different MWs and concentra-

tions are presented in the form Fc1-EMW-c2, where F

means Pluronic F127; E meant PEO homopolymer; MW

is the molecular weight of PEO; and c1 and c2 are the con-

centration of F127 and PEO, respectively. For example,

F25 denotes a 25 wt.% F127 sample without PEO,

whereas F25-E20k-3 denotes an aqueous solution contain-

ing 25 wt.% of F127 and 3 wt.% of PEO-20k.

2.2. Rheological measurements
Rheological measurements were carried out on a strain

controlled rheometer (ARES-G2, TA Instruments) using a

parallel plate fixture of diameter 25 mm. Silicone oil was

used to prevent water evaporation. Samples, which were

kept bottled in a refrigerator, were loaded directly into the

rheometer using a pipette. To determine sol-gel transition

temperatures (Tgel), temperature sweep tests were carried

out at a heating rate of 2°C/min at a strain amplitude of

0.005 and an angular frequency of 1 rad/s over a tem-

perature range of 10 - 90°C. To analyze hard gels, we used

SAOS and LAOS tests at 40°C to ensure all samples con-

tained a hard gel region. SAOS tests were conducted at an

angular frequency of 0.1 - 100 rad/s and a constant strain

amplitude of 0.005 within the linear viscoelastic regime.

LAOS tests were conducted in the strain amplitude range

10−4 to 5.0 at a fixed frequency of 1 rad/s. Stress curves as

a function of time at each strain amplitude were collected

in “transient” mode. G′ and G″ were calculated using

TRIOS software supplied by TA Instruments.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Gelation temperature
PEOa-PPOb-PEOa triblock copolymer in aqueous media

has temperature-dependent structural properties, and

undergoes sol-gel transition on increasing its temperature.

It is well known gelation concentration is inversely related

to the sol-gel transition temperature (Tgel), and that plots of

Tgel against concentration constitute phase boundaries.

When studying gels, especially those with novel struc-

tures, focus is normally placed on determining phase dia-

grams using the minimum amount of material, and thus,

simple, reliable, convenient techniques are required. Tgel

can be defined in many ways. The phase diagram of F127

in aqueous solution as determined by the tube inversion

method (TIM) is available in the literature (Kwon et al.,

2001; Park and Char, 2002; Song et al., 2000). Care must

be taken when conducting and interpreting tube inversion

results, because it is easy to mistake a viscous sol for a

gel, and conversely, to misinterpret a gel with small yield

stress for a sol. Therefore, in the present study, phase dia-

grams were conveniently constructed using the tempera-

ture sweep test. From the rheological point of view, the

transition point Tgel can be defined as the temperature at

which storage modulus G′ (elastic modulus) and loss mod-

ulus G″ (viscous modulus) were crossover (Lau et al.,

2004). In the sol state, the system is in the liquid phase

and the viscous modulus is always greater than the elastic

modulus (G″ > G′). When a physical network forms, the

system becomes more solid-like, and thus, G′ becomes

larger than G″ during physical gelation, which causes G′

and G″ plots to cross one another. However, micellar tran-

sition exhibits frequency and temperature dependent

behaviors, and conventional rheological measurements do

not enable the determination of G′ and G″ crossover at

above the critical concentration. After the critical concen-

tration, G′ is larger than G″ at all temperatures. However,

complex viscosity |η*| increases rapidly with temperature.

(Dolez et al., 2002; Love, 2004; Piguet-Ruinet and Love,

2008).

In the present study, a Boltzmann sigmoidal model was

adopted to describe viscous fluids more accurately and

follow dynamic viscosity changes induced by cross-link-

ing (Berg et al., 2003; Israkarn et al., 2007). The concep-

tual, 4 parameter, sigmoid model used to quantify Tgel

from rheometer data was as follows:

 (1)

where η0 is viscosity before gel formation. The inflection

temperature, T0, is defined as the temperature at which the

viscosity of a solution is halfway between initial and final

logarithmic viscosities, (logη0 + log )/2. In the present

study, Tgel values were determined by fitting data using

Eq. (1).

Before full window temperature sweep tests were car-

ried, the heating rate is determined. First, we confirmed

that heating rate influences Tgel. Meznarich and Love

(2011) concluded F127 has heating rate dependent prop-

erties. Based on our previous work, we used five different

heating rates (0.1, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, and 5.0°C/min) were used

to confirm their conclusion. Rheological test results

showed the effect of heating rate effects on Tgel of F127

solution was not obvious (Li et al., 2018). Although the

slow heating rate test provides more reliable data, it also

requires more time. Considering the balance between

accuracy and efficiency, a heating rate of 2°C/min was

selected for full window temperature sweep tests at dif-

ferent concentrations of F127. The temperature sweep

results obtained are shown in Fig. 1a. Using the Boltz-

mann sigmoidal model definition, we obtained Tgel values

η T( ) = η0 + 
a

1 exp T T0–( )/b–( )+
------------------------------------------------

η
∞
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at different F127 concentrations (Table 1). Figure 1b

shows the sol-gel transition phase diagram from tempera-

ture sweep test compared with Tgel measured by tube

inversion method (TIM) from previous results (Kwon et

al., 2001; Song et al., 2000). It is confirmed that our

results are very similar with previous results from TIM.

The formation of micelles is mainly caused by the dehy-

dration of PPO blocks, whereas the PEO blocks remain

strongly hydrated, forming the micelle corona (Gaisford et

al., 1997; Perry et al., 2011). As temperature increases,

PEO blocks swell and micelle volumes increase, and as

the temperature continues to rise, the activity of the PEO

blocks reduce and a hard gel network forms (Alexandridis

et al., 1994b). This is why complex viscosity increased

sharply, and the temperature at which it increased is

referred to as lower Tgel (LTgel). Initially, the gel network

contains a certain amount of water. When the temperature

is further increased, water is gradually lost and finally a

near anhydrous state is reached. Additional increases in

temperature cause phase separation, and the temperature

at which this occurs is referred to as the upper Tgel (UTgel).

Each segment of the PEO chain in a PEOa-PPOb-PEOa tri-

block copolymer can exist in two forms that depend on

temperature, that is, a polar form with low energy and sta-

tistical weight, and a less polar form with higher energy

and statistical weight. Polar conformations dominate at

low temperatures making solute-solvent interactions

favorable, whereas at higher temperatures non-polar

conformations are increasingly populated, rendering sol-

ute-solvent interactions less favorable. This rationale

explains sol-gel-sol transition as a function of temperature

(Andersson and Karlstrom, 1985; Hurter et al., 1993a;

1993b; Lindman et al., 1990; Linse, 1993). Gelation can

be described as being the result of the growth process of

clusters caused by polymer condensation or particle

aggregation. In percolation theory, the gel point is a

statistical event that indicates first appearance of a cluster

that spans the whole sample, due final linkage between

large clusters responsible for the onset of elasticity by

creating a continuous solid network (Zaccarelli, 2007). On

the other hand, the thermodynamics of micellization

differs considerably for dilute and concentrated solutions.

Accordingly, a copolymer that is completely micellized in

dilute solution may be incompletely micellized in

concentrated solution. This effect explains the Tgel

boundary, which is caused by an increase in micellization

in concentrated solutions as the solvent becomes poorer on

increasing temperature. Finally, increasing concentration

results in a broader hard gel region.

3.2. Effects of PEO homopolymer on LTgel and UTgel

To investigate the effects of PEO homopolymer on F127

gelation temperature, we choose 25 wt.% F127, which had

a wide hard gel region and acceptable Tgel values when it

contains PEO of various MWs at different concentrations.

A series of PEO homopolymers of MWs 1k, 2k, 4k, 6k,

Fig. 1. (Color online) (a) Plots of complex viscosity as a function

of temperature at a heating rate of 2.0°C/min at six different F127

concentrations demonstrating the effect of concentration on Tgel.

The samples were: 16 wt.% F127 (●); 18 wt.% (▲); 20 wt.%

(■); 22 wt.% (◆); 25 wt.% ( ); and 30 wt.% (▼). The plots

each show lower Tgel (LTgel) and upper Tgel (UTgel) transitions. (b)

Phase diagram of Pluronic F127 aqueous solution compared with

previous results measured by TIM (Tube Inversion Method) from

Song et al. (2000) and Kwon et al. (2001) and temperature

sweep.

Table 1. Gelation temperatures, LTgel and UTgel(°C) of F127 at various concentrations

Concentration/wt.% 16 18 20 22 25 30

LTgel/°C 28.0 ± 0.086 23.2 ± 0.119 20.1 ± 0.120 17.9 ± 0.138 16.2 ± 0.190 13.1 ± 0.365

UTgel/°C 49.8 ± 0.069 61.0 ± 0.126 71.7 ± 0.189 80.0 ± 0.275 84.2 ± 0.283 94.3 ± 0.665
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10k, and 20k were used in the tests. The solubility of PEO

containing high MW in F127 aqueous solution is not high,

and thus, PEO-10k and PEO-20k were only used in con-

centrations up to 3 wt.%; other PEOs were investigated at

concentrations up to 6 wt.%. Figure 2 summarizes the

temperature sweep results obtained for F127 containing

various PEO homopolymers at a heating rate of 2.0°C/

min. LTgel and UTgel were determined using the results

obtained. Test results for the effects of PEO homopoly-

mers on Tgel are provided Table A1 in Appendix.

Phase diagrams were drawn using the temperature sweep

test results of 25 wt.% F127 mixed with PEO at various

concentration and MWs (Figs. 3a and 3b). They showed

LTgel decreased with increasing PEO concentration (MW ≤

4k), but that LTgel increased on increasing PEO concent-

ration (MW ≥ 6k). These increases and decreases as

functions of concentration are represented by the slopes of

Tgel vs. concentration plots. Slopes were calculated that

demonstrated the combined effects of MW and concent-

ration. Our results showed the addition of PEO homo-

polymer does not always increase LTgel, and that there is

a transition region at which LTgel changes from negative to

positive. This observation differs those published previ-

ously (Malmsten and Lindman, 1993; Pragatheeswaran

Fig. 2. (Color online) Temperature sweep test results of F127 mixed with PEO of different MWs and concentrations at a heating rate

of 2.0°C/min. (a) 1k; (b) 2k; (c) 4k; (d) 6k; (e) 10k; and (f) 20k MW PEOs.
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and Chen, 2013). However, UTgel showed trends unlike

those of LTgel, that is, it decreased on increasing PEO con-

centration regardless of MW of PEO and that decreased

more rapidly on increasing PEO MW. 

Dynamic light scattering (DLS) and fluorescence quen-

ching confirmed PEO homopolymer can interact with

micelles to form complexes in two ways as follows; (1)

homopolymer chains bind to the hydrophilic PEO seg-

ments, micelle corona or may even penetrate the corona

driven by hydrogen bonding; (2) polymer chains thread

through the hydrophobic PPO segments, micellar core to

form structures previously described as ‘strings of beads’

(Feitosa et al., 1996; 2002). Hydroxyl groups in the PEO

segments of F127 attract PEO homopolymer to the micel-

lar surface and enable hydrogen bond formation between

the hydroxyl groups of F127 and PEO homopolymer.

DLS was used to measure the micelle size of F127 after

PEO addition and gelation was examined by small-angle

X-ray scattering. PEO additions lead to an increase in

micelle size and the formed gels have a face-centered-

cubic (FCC) structure (Ricardo et al., 2012). 1H NMR

studies revealed no interaction between PEO chains

threaded through the PPO hydrophobic micellar core

(Pragatheeswaran and Chen, 2013), which emphasizes the

importance of the interaction between PEO homopolymer

and PEO segments of F127. We investigated effect of

PEO chain using relative PEO MW values (MWrel; defined

as the MW of PEO homopolymer divided by the MW of

the PEO segments of F127). A plot of the slopes of LTgel

and UTgel as a function of MWrel is provided in Fig. 4. As

shown in the figure, when MWrel was 1.0, a slope transi-

tion of LTgel from negative to positive was observed.

When the homopolymer PEO chain is shorter than the

length of hydroxyl groups of F127 (MWrel < 1), LTgel

decreased with increasing homopolymer concentrations.

They may each bind to the corona of only one micelle, the

effect on expanding the micelle size is very limited. Sol-

vent hydrogen bond donating modify ability is the main

role (Singh and Pandey, 2007). Further increase of the

MW of PEO homopolymer (MWrel > 1), LTgel increased

with increasing homopolymer concentrations. Homopoly-

mer chains can bind more than one micelle and hence link

micelles and facilitate micelle aggregation. In addition, to

the solvency effect of PEO homopolymer, its bridging/

Fig. 3. (Color online) Phase diagram of 25 wt.% F127 mixed with PEOs of different MWs (a) LTgel; and (b) UTgel. PEO-1k (●); PEO-

2k (▼); PEO-4k (■); PEO-6k (▲); PEO-10k (◆); and PEO-20k ( ). Phase diagram of 30 wt.% P123 with PEOs of different MWs

(c) LTgel; and (d) UTgel. PEO-0.4k (●); PEO-0.6k (▼); PEO-1k (■); PEO-2k (▲).
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flocculation effects are equally or perhaps even more

important (Pragatheeswaran and Chen, 2013). Finally,

LTgel exhibited concentration-independent behavior when

the chain length of PEO homopolymer approximated to

corona branch length. PEO homopolymer strongly dis-

rupts the micellar arrangement to a disordered state,

increases in the concentration of PEO decrease UTgel (Ito

et al., 1989; Jin et al., 2011). A higher PEO MW gives

increases disorder of micellar arrangements as has been

demonstrated by cryo-TEM tests (Pragatheeswaran and

Chen, 2013). Thus, UTgel decreases more rapidly at higher

PEO MWs.

We repeated the same tests using mixtures of PEO

homopolymer and Pluronic P123. The difference between

F127 and P123 is that the PEO segments have different

lengths; their PPO segments are identical. We investigated

the effect of PEO segment length with respect to P123.

The MW of PEO segments in F127 is 4,410 and in P123

is 870. Temperature sweep tests of 30 wt.% P123 mix

with PEO homopolymer of different MWs and at various

concentrations were carried out (not shown here) and the

phase diagrams shown in Figs. 3c and 3d were drawn. In

the case of P123, UTgel decreased at all MWs and LTgel

showed a transition point at the same MWrel (= 1.0) on

increasing the MW of PEO homopolymer. Results are

plotted in Fig. 4. The descriptor results obtained for F127

and P123 were very similar. These results showed that

gelation temperature Tgel is highly dependent on the

relative MW of PEO.

3.3. SAOS results for hard gel
SAOS tests were performed to examine the effect of

homopolymer addition on the mechanical properties of

hard gel. Linear rheological properties of 25 wt.% F127

containing three different MWs of PEO homopolymer

(0.4k, 6k, 20k) at different concentrations were measured

at 40°C. At this temperature, all samples were in the hard

gel state. The relaxation time (τ) of samples during the

linear response regime was defined as reciprocals of the

crossover frequency of G′ and G″. Figure 5 shows the

storage moduli G′ and loss moduli G″ of hydrogels. It can

be predicted that crossover extends to the low frequency

region, that is, a slow relaxation process. Adding different

homopolymer with different MWs induced different linear

rheological responses. Low MW PEO (0.4k, MWrel < 1)

caused a slight decrease in G′ and its effects on the relax-

ation time were limited (Fig. 5a). On increasing MW, the

magnitude of G′ plateau obviously decreased (Figs. 5b and

5c). The crossover of G′ and G″ can be predicted to shift

to higher frequency, i.e., due to a reduction in the relax-

ation time. The driving force for micellization is the poor

solvency of PPO in water, and as solvent polarity

increases decreases the solubility of PPO it inhibits micel-

lization and gel formation. Solvent polarity is decreased

by adding of PEO (Malmsten and Lindman, 1993). The

obvious decrease in G′ was consistent with a significant

increase in hydrodynamic radius (rh), as determined by

dynamic light scattering (DLS), for mixtures containing

high MW PEO homopolymer. This behavior is consistent

with an increase in the d-spacing of micelles as deter-

mined by Small-Angle X-ray Scattering (de Lima et al.,

2015). In the presence of low MW PEO (MWrel < 1),

microstructure ordering did not show a discernible

change. However, the addition of high MW PEO (MWrel

> 1), strongly disrupted the micellar arrangement, which is

consistent with long-range order exhibited by F127 gel, in

which each micelle is well separated from its neighbors

(Lam and Goldbeck-Wood, 2003; Pragatheeswaran and

Chen, 2013).

Fig. 4. (Color online) Slopes of LTgel and UTgel as a function of

homopolymer relative MW (MWrel) for F127 (●) and P123 (■).

A negative slope means that Tgel decreased on increasing PEO

concentration.
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3.4. LAOS results of hard gel
3.4.1. LAOS type analysis

Our previous work advocated large amplitude oscillatory

shear (LAOS) tests provide more structural information

about hard gels of F127 (Li et al., 2018). Figure 6 shows

dynamic strain amplitude sweep results for storage mod-

ulus G′ and loss modulus G″ of Pluronic hydrogel con-

taining PEO at the indicated MWs at concentrations

mixed with 25 wt.% F127 (40°C, ω = 1 rad/s, strain

amplitude γ0 ranging from 1.0 × 10−4 to 5.0). G' > G'' was

observed for all samples, indicating a gel-like behavior

dominated by elasticity at 40°C. For gel samples, G' > G''

in the linear regime, and G″ started to increase as γ0

exceeded 0.01, and then decreased monotonically to peak

during yielding. Furthermore, decays of G′ and G″ at large

γ0 followed the power laws  and , when

. The peak in G″ at the transition from linear to non-

linear regime and the subsequent power law decay of G′

and G″ have also been reported for LAOS results of

Laponite, hard or soft sphere colloids, foams, and emul-

sions though decay exponentials varied among systems

(Carrier and Petekidis, 2009; Mason and Weitz, 1995;

Mason et al., 1995; Rouyer et al., 2008; Willenbacher,

1996). For F127 containing PEO hydrogel, G′ decreased

on increasing PEO MW and concentration. When MWrel

was small (PEO-0.4k) at concentrations up to 10 wt.%, G′

changes were not obvious (Fig. 6a), but at higher MWs

(MWrel > 1) this behavior became distinct. For these

hydrogels, G″ also significantly depended on PEO MW

and concentration. Weak strain overshoot of G″ is due to

the breakup of close-packed structures and strain thinning

due to layers sliding in the flow direction (Hyun et al.,

2006). On increasing PEO concentration, the G″ over-

shoot weakened, and the strain amplitude of the G″ peak

position move to lower values (inserts in Figs. 6d, 6e, and

6f). The inserts in Figs. 6d, 6e, and 6f present the relative

peak heights of loss modulus G″ as a function of PEO

concentration. This peak is generally considered to be due

to dissipative energy during oscillatory deformation of

aggregated microstructures. The behavior is presumably

due to the higher dissipative energy required disrupt stron-

ger gels. This behavior confirms PEO addition disrupts the

G′ ~ γ0
2vt–

G′′ ~ γ0
vt–

v 0.8≈

Fig. 5. (Color online) Storage moduli G′(ω) of 25 wt.% F127 mixed with (a) PEO-0.4k; (b) PEO-6k; and (c) PEO-20k at different con-

centrations at a test temperature of 40°C. Open symbols represent loss modulus G″, and closed symbols represent storage modulus G′;

and (d) summary of the plateau values of storage moduli G′ as a function of homopolymer PEO concentration.
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stability of close-packed structures, and that this disrup-

tion is greater for higher PEO MWs.

3.4.2. Geometric analysis of Lissajous curves

The use of the first-harmonic coefficients  and  as

measures of viscoelastic moduli in the nonlinear regime is

arbitrary and often fails to capture higher nonlinearities

evident in raw data signals. When periodic stress response

σ(t) is plotted against periodic strain γ(t) or periodic strain

rate , the plots obtained are commonly called Lissa-

jous curves. These curves are frequently used to represent

raw material test data obtained by LAOS testing (Philip-

poff, 1966). A linear viscoelastic response appears as an

ellipse that contains two mirror planes (major and minor

axes), whereas a nonlinear viscoelastic response is char-

acterized by Lissajous curves that deviate from an ellip-

soidal shape. Thus, nonlinear viscoelasticity is quantified

using geometric parameters that describe Lissajous curve

distortion from a perfect ellipse. In the elastic Lissajous

plot, minimum-strain elastic modulus  and large-strain

elastic modulus  are expressed as (Ewoldt et al., 2008):

, .  (2)

Similarly, in viscous Lissajous plots, minimum- and

large-strain rate viscosities are defined as: 

G1
′ G1

″

γ
· t( )

GM
′

GL
′

GM
′ dσ

dγ
-------

γ=0

≡ GL
′ σ

L
----

γ =±γ
0

≡

Fig. 6. (Color online) Dynamic strain amplitude sweep results of storage modulus G′ and loss modulus G″ for samples containing PEO

at different MWs and concentrations in 25 wt.% F127. (a) and (d) PEO-0.4k; (b) and (e) PEO-6k; and (c) and (f) PEO-20k. Base pure

F127, the inserts in (d)-(f) show the relative peak values of G″ as a function of PEO concentration.
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, .  (3)

In the linear viscoelasticity regime, , , and the real

modulus of the first harmonic  reduce to the storage

modulus G′. In the nonlinear viscoelastic regime, higher

harmonic components contribute to stress response.  is

seldom discussed alone because only its deviation as com-

pared with  and  reflect nonlinear viscoelasticity.

Under the nonlinear viscoelasticity regime,  loses its

meaning as storage modulus and should only denote the

real modulus of the first harmonic component. Within an

oscillatory cycle, strain and strain rates vary orthogonally.

As a result, as strain is maximized within a cycle, the

strain rate goes to zero and vice versa. Thus, nonlinear vis-

coelastic response within a given cycle can be affected by

strain and/or strain-rate. In the case of elastic nonlineari-

ties, the variation of large-strain modulus, , with increas-

ing imposed strain amplitude can be attributed to strain-

induced nonlinearities, since the strain rate at maximum

strain is zero. Similarly, variation of the corresponding

minimum-strain modulus, , with increasing imposed

strain-amplitude can be attributed to strain-rate induced

nonlinearities as the modulus is evaluated at the point of

zero strain within an oscillatory cycle. Thus, changes to

 can be thought of as strain softening or stiffening

while changes to  can be thought of as strain-rate soft-

ening or strain-rate stiffening. By comparing the relative

magnitudes of  and , as functions of strain ampli-

tude, one can infer whether the observed nonlinearities are

dominated by changes in strain or strain rate within an

oscillation cycle. Therefore, when  >> , we will des-

ignate the nonlinear response of a fluid to be strain-rate

stiffening/softening, whereas if  << , we will des-

ignate the nonlinear response to be strain stiffening/soft-

ening. It is worth noting that LAOS analysis differentiates

nonlinear viscoelasticity into intra- and inter-cycle aspects

(Ewoldt et al., 2008; 2009). Intra-cycle nonlinear visco-

elasticity refers to the non-sinusoidal shape of a Lissajous

curve at constant strain amplitude γ0 and frequency ω,

whereas inter-cycle nonlinear viscoelasticity refers to

mechanical response, which depends on strain amplitude

γ0 and frequency ω.

Elastic and viscous Lissajous curves generated from

experimental oscillatory test results are displayed in Figs.

A1 and A2. We quantitatively analyzed the concentration

and MW dependences of viscoelastic moduli and the para-

metric strain dependence of elastic and viscous Cheby-

shev ratios. An example of corresponding conventional

LAOS data is provided in Fig. 7, which contains plots of

, , , and  as functions of strain amplitude for

25 wt.% F127 mixed with 3 wt.% PEO-20k. Using these

graphical interpretations, the magnitudes of , , 

were identical to G' in the linear viscoelastic region, and

similarly  was equal to G'' for all strain values in the

LAOS experiment. However, intra-cycle decomposition

produced interesting results for strain values higher than

3%. In the nonlinear region, both  and  decreased

with increasing strain amplitude. For a large imposed

strain amplitude γ0, the material exhibited strain stiffening

within a given cycle (intra-cycle stiffening) since  <

. At maximum strain rate, the minimum-strain modulus

 decreased more rapidly than the large-strain modulus

. We deduced that elastic nonlinearity was dominated

by the strain-rate softening of the elastic modulus. It has

been shown this strain-rate softening behavior is likely to

be due to microstructural alignment to flow fields (Khan-

davalli and Rothstein, 2015). Furthermore, as the strain

amplitude was varied, it was observed the tangent mod-

ulus  decreased, indicating a type of inter-cycle soft-

ening of elasticity. It should be noted that these types of

insights cannot be gained from  alone. This observed

behavior is reminiscent of that of the actin filament net-

work, for example, bovine brain tissues and gluten gels

were reported to exhibit intra-cycle stiffening but inter-

cycle softening (Darvish and Crandall, 2001; Ng et al.,

2011; Semmrich et al., 2008), differ from that of gelatin and

fibrin gels, which have been reported to exhibit intra- and

inter-cycle stiffening (Kang et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2015).

The effects of PEO homopolymer concentration on the

nonlinear moduli ,  and  are shown in Fig. 8 for

25 wt.% F127 containing PEO-20k. As was expected, no

effect was observed in the linear viscoelastic regime (Fig.

8a). Considerable differences between  and  were

first observed at a strain amplitude of 2.9 %, though at this

level large-strain modulus  and the first harmonic elas-

tic modulus  were similar (Fig. 8b). At strain ampli-

tudes > 3.4%,  started to deviate from , that is, the

gel exhibited marked intracycle differences (Fig. 8c),

which increased with strain amplitude (Figs. 8d, 8e, and

ηM
′ = 

dσ

dγ·
-------

γ
·
=0

ηL
′ σ

γ
·
----

γ
·
=±γ

·
0

≡

GM
′ GL

′

G1
′

GL
′

GM
′ G1

′

G1
′

GL
′

GM
′

GL
′

GM
′

GM
′ GL

′

GM
′ GL

′

GM
′ GL

′

GM
′ GL

′ G1
′ G1

″

GM
′ GL

′ G1
′
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″

GM
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′

GM
′

GL
′

GM
′
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′

GM
′

G1
′

GM
′ GL
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′
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′
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′
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′
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′

Fig. 7. (Color online) Comparison of nonlinear moduli , ,

, and  and linear moduli G′ and G″. The sample was 25

wt.% F127 mixed with 3 wt.% of PEO-20k.
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′
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′ G1
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8f). Because the large-strain modulus  is always greater

than the first harmonic elastic modulus , these obser-

vations suggest hydrogel elastic nonlinearity was predom-

inately due to strain-rate softening of the elastic modulus.

Furthermore, nonlinear response differences reduced at

higher homopolymer concentrations, as shown in Fig. 8.

3.4.3. Chebyshev coefficients

Third-order Chebyshev coefficients provide significant

physical insight of nonlinear viscoelastic regimes (Ewoldt

et al., 2008), and predictions of the VCM model have

shown shear banding instability is related to strain depen-

dence of the ratios of elastic and viscous coefficients

(Zhou et al., 2010). Accordingly, we interpreted our LAOS

results of homopolymer effects on the strain dependences

of ratios of elastic and viscous stress coefficients. In the

present study, we mainly utilized two Chebyshev ratios,

that is; (a) the ratio of third-order to first-order Chebyshev

coefficients of elastic (e3/e1) and viscous (v3/v1) contribu-

tions, and (b) the ratio of fifth-order to first-order Cheby-

shev coefficients of elastic (e5/e1) and viscous (v5/v1)

contributions. The signs of third-order harmonic Cheby-

shev ratios indicate a deviation from linear viscoelasticity.

Positive, zero, and negative values of the elastic ratio e3/

e1 correspond to elastic strain stiffening, linear elastic, and

elastic strain softening behaviors, respectively. Positive,

zero, and negative viscous ratio v3/v1 values correspond to

viscous shear thickening, linear viscous, and viscous shear

thinning behaviors, respectively (Ewoldt et al., 2008;

Zhou et al., 2010).

GL
′

G1
′

Fig. 8. (Color online) Effects of homopolymer PEO-20k concentration in 25 wt% F127 on nonlinear elastic moduli ; , and .

Intra-cycle maximum strain values are shown in the plots: (a) 1.6%, (b) 2.9%, (c) 3.4%, (d) 7.3%, (e) 15.8%, and (f) 34.0%.

G1
′ GM

′ GL
′
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The effects of the PEO MW on the strain dependence of

ratios of third- and fifth-order elastic and viscous coeffi-

cients versus corresponding first-order elastic and viscous

coefficients are depicted in Fig. 9. Nonlinearity should be

equal to zero in the linear regime. Following the onset of

nonlinearity, elastic ratios showed a significant increase

with strain amplitude (Fig. 9a). While increases in non-

linearity indices are expected with rising strain amplitudes.

A clear dependence nonlinear behavior. Higher PEO MWs

generated smaller third elastic harmonics. Intra-cycle non-

linearities that distort the familiar linear viscoelastic ellipse

were also quantified. The intra-cycle nonlinear elastic

index e3 is always positive at whole strain amplitudes,

which confirms strain stiffening (Fig. 9a). However, third-

order Chebyshev coefficients contain only one fourth of

total nonlinear contribution to stress amplitude (Ewoldt et

al., 2008). At strain amplitudes of ~500%, the fifth har-

monic Chebyshev coefficients ratio e5/e1 makes a contri-

bution of ~50%, and thus, cannot be neglected (Fig. 9c).

Therefore, if only the magnitude of e3 is considered, real

nonlinear input is underestimated. The real nonlinear input

must be interpreted by taking into account the nonlinear

moduli  and . Furthermore, the ratios of viscous

coefficients show the onset of viscous deformation. We

also observed a local maximum in the third-order viscous

dissipation (Fig. 9b) and a tiny local minimum in the fifth-

order viscous dissipation (Fig. 9d). Intra-cycle nonlinear

viscous coefficients v3 were positive at small strain ampli-

tudes but became negative at large strain amplitudes, indi-

cating a change from intra-cycle shear thickening to shear

thinning. At higher MWs, the local values appear at the

similar strain amplitudes. The magnitudes of third-order

viscous coefficients were independent of PEO MW at

large strain amplitude and increase with decreasing PEO

MW at small strain amplitude (Fig. 9b), but fifth-order

coefficients were always independent of PEO MW (Fig.

9d). Similar trends exhibited in a VCM model predictions

(Zhou et al., 2010).

In summary, as γ0 increases, intra-cycle strain stiffening

occurs, and this is accompanied by a transformation from

shear thickening to shear thinning. However, intra-cycle

nonlinearities that change a linear viscoelastic ellipse to a

quadrilateral shape in the nonlinear region, are mainly

attributed to strain-rate softening. Furthermore, one observes

inter-cycle strain softening of the elastic modulus and

inter-cycle shear thickening followed by thinning of the

viscous modulus.

4. Conclusions

Pluronic F127 is a thermo-responsive triblock polymer,

which shows two transition points between sol and gel on

GM
′ GL

′

Fig. 9. (Color online) Strain dependence of Chebyshev coefficients of 25 wt. % F127 containing PEO homopolymer of different MWs.

(a) e3/e1, (b) v3/v1, (c) e5/e1, and (d) v5/v1.
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increasing temperature, that is, a lower Tgel (LTgel) and an

upper Tgel (UTgel). At temperatures (T) between LTgel and

UTgel, F127 aqueous solutions presented a hard gel state,

whereas at other temperatures (T < LTgel and T > UTgel)

they were in the sol state. On increasing the concentration

of F127, the hard gel region became broader. We inves-

tigated the effect of homopolymer PEO on LTgel and UTgel

at a F127 concentration of 25 wt.%, and found PEO molec-

ular weight (MW) and concentration both affected the two

gelation temperatures. In particular, it was observed the

relative molecular weight (MWrel ≡ molecular weight of

PEO homopolymer/molecular weight of PEO segment of

F127) of PEO affected LTgel. LTgel decreased on increasing

PEO concentration at MWrel < 1, but LTgel increased on

increasing PEO concentration at MWrel values > 1. These

findings suggest when PEO homopolymer are shorter than

the hydrophilic segments of F127 (MWrel < 1), is the main

role of PEO homopolymer is modifying solvent hydrogen

bond donating. When the MW of PEO (MWrel > 1) becomes

high enough to cause micelle aggregation, the bridging/

flocculation effect become more important than solvency

effects. However, UTgel was found to decrease on increas-

ing PEO concentration regardless of the MW of PEO.

In the hard gel region (40°C), the effect of PEO on the

mechanical response of 25 wt.% F127 was systemically

probed using small and large amplitude oscillatory shear

tests (SAOS and LAOS tests). In the presence of low MW

PEO (MWrel < 1), microstructure ordering did not show a

discernible change, but in the presence of high MW PEO

(MWrel < 1) the micellar arrangement was disrupted. In the

linear viscoelastic region, total intra-cycle stress and elas-

tic intra-cycle stress were similar, and viscous response

increased with polymer concentration. At large strain

amplitudes, intra-cycle stiffening and inter-cycle softening

were observed and this behavior was reduced at higher

PEO concentrations. Elastic Chebyshev coefficient ratios

showed a strong positive correlation with concentration

for PEO homopolymers of all molecular weights. At high

concentrations, viscous nonlinearities underwent strain-

rate thickening followed by strain-rate thinning. At given

molecular weights, the magnitudes of viscous nonlinear

coefficients decreased as PEO concentrations increased.

For most of the PPO/PEO combinations studied, fifth-

order elastic and viscous coefficients were not negligible.

Furthermore, although third elastic harmonics were always

positive in the nonlinear region, indicating strain-stiffen-

ing response, the quadrilateral shape of Lissajous plots did

not exhibit a sharp increase at points of maximum defor-

mation, which was in-line with the continuous decrease in

,  and  moduli observed throughout the strain region.
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Appendix

Temperature sweep results
To investigate the effects of PEO homopolymer on F127

gelation temperature, a series of PEO homopolymers of

MWs 1k, 2k, 4k, 6k, 10k, and 20k were used in the tests.

Table A1 summarizes the temperature sweep results

obtained for F127 containing various PEO homopolymers

at a heating rate of 2.0°C/min.

Elastic and viscous Lissajous curves
Elastic and viscous Lissajous curves generated from

experimental oscillatory test results are displayed in Figs.

A1 and A2. The individual orbits have been arranged so

that they are centered on their coordinates to form a pic-

torial representation of material response over a range of

concentrations and strain amplitudes. Figure A1 shows the

effects of homopolymer PEO concentration and Fig. A2

the effects of PEO MW. Maximum nominal stress is

denoted at the lower right corner of individual orbits,

which were normalized so that they are centered on their

coordinates to provide a pictorial representation of mate-

rial response over a range of strain amplitudes. At small

strains, the linear viscoelastic regime is approached, which

is indicated by elliptical curves with two mirror planes. It

is interesting to note that even at sufficiently small strain

amplitudes, there seemed to be a concentration depen-

dence at fixed oscillation frequency. For instance, in Fig.

A1, as imposed strain amplitude low to 0.34%, the curves

become looser on increasing PEO-20k concentration. The

difference between total stress (black solid line) and elas-

tic stress (green dotted line) increases with increasing PEO

concentration, indicating an increase in the relative mag-

nitude of viscous response. The magnitudes of maximum

elastic nominal stresses and viscous stresses significantly

reduced on increasing PEO concentration. As expected

from elastic decomposition, the material seemed to be

elastic at low strain amplitudes, irrespective of PEO con-

centration or molecular weight. As the strain increased,

the material exhibited rapid, elastic deformation followed

by relaxation, which were reflected in the decomposition

patterns of elastic stress in Lissajous curves. As higher

harmonics were present, the elastic contribution to total

stress exhibited changed in slope. In such cases, the initial

elastic departures from linearity are due to inter-cycle soft-

ening (Ewoldt et al., 2008; Hvidt, 2013; Ng et al., 2011).

Similar trends in the development of the nonlinear behav-

ior on MW dependence are shown in Fig. A2. For instance,

at a strain amplitude γ0 = 3.4%, we obtained a clear non-

linear elastic contribution for PEO-20k. In contrast, change

GM
′ GL

′ G1
′
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Fig. A1. (Color online) (a) Elastic and (b) viscous Lissajous-Bowditch curves generated by experimental oscillatory tests for 25 wt.%

F127 solutions and PEO-20k mixtures containing different concentrations of PEO, displayed as function of homopolymer concentration.

Maximum nominal stress is shown in the right corner below each curve.

Table A1. LTgel and UTgel values (°C) of 25 wt.% F127 mixed of different MWs and concentrations 

MW

 C
1k 2k 4k 6k 10k 20k

0
16.2 ± 0.19 16.2 ± 0.19 16.2 ± 0.19 16.2 ± 0.19 16.2 ± 0.19 16.2 ± 0.19

84.2 ± 0.28 84.2 ± 0.28 84.2 ± 0.28 84.2 ± 0.28 84.2 ± 0.28 84.2 ± 0.28

0.5
- - - - - 17.8 ± 0.37

- - - - - 82.3 ± 0.58

1.0
15.3 ± 0.18 15.3 ± 0.16 15.4 ± 0.16 - 18.4 ± 0.18 18.6 ± 0.38

85.9 ± 0.37 84.4 ± 0.37 85.2 ± 0.38 - 75.9 ± 0.24 80.2 ± 0.58

1.5
- - - - - 19.2 ± 0.44

- - - - - 72.5 ± 0.24

2.0
- - - 17.1 ± 0.41 20.0 ± 0.16 22.5 ± 0.20

- - - 82.3 ± 0.53 69.4 ± 0.14 60.2 ± 0.20

2.5
- - - - - 26.1 ± 0.23

- - - - - 52.7 ± 0.71

3.0
14.3 ± 0.20 - 15.0 ± 0.19 - 21.7 ± 0.10 28.8 ± 0.11

85.2 ± 0.40 - 83.1 ± 0.22 - 66.1 ± 0.10 48.8 ± 0.18

4.0
- 13.6 ± 0.17 - - - -

- 84.0 ± 0.33 - - - -

4.5
- - - 18.3 ± 0.31 - -

- - - 79.0 ± 0.25 - -

5.0
12.9 ± 0.23 - - - - -

84.6 ± 0.30 -- - - -- -

5.5
- - - 20.0 ± 0.39 - -

- - - 71.3 ± 0.41 - -

6.0
- 12.5 ± 0.16 13.6 ± 0.17 20.3 ± 0.34 - -

- 83.6 ± 0.23 81.7 ± 0.24 69.4 ± 0.38 -- -
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in the slope of the decomposed elastic stress was indis-

tinguishable for PEO-0.4k. We believe that PEO concen-

tration and MW crucially affect deviation from linear

behavior.
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